Town Square Concept
Berwick Bicycle & Pedestrian Study
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Plan Features:
1. Town Hall entrance walk (updated)
2. Accessible sidewalk and crossing: Shown with streetscape planters
3. Pedestrian plaza connection to public parking area separated by bollards
4. Existing monument with plantings and granite edging
5. Paved plaza with seating and gathering space
6. Accessible sidewalk connection with streetscape elements
7. Accessible entrance with bicycle racks and focal point (public art, sculpture, kiosk, etc.)
8. Accessible sidewalk connection to parking lot
9. Accessible sidewalk with streetscape elements
10. Public parking lot entrance sign with plantings
11. Wide sidewalk for postal and/or newspaper boxes, bus drop off, or seating; future connection to mill redevelopment
12. Accessible sidewalk with preserved diagonal parking spaces, bike racks, and streetscape elements

Symbols Key:
- Paved plaza / sidewalk
- Shade tree
- Lawn area
- Plantings
- People
- Bicycle rack
- Street light
- Sign / focal point
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